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ISSN 0193-6484 eISSN 1365-2192 I t is difficult to remember a time when one asked a question and wondered how to even find the answer. Now, obviously, we have the World Wide Web and whatever your question, it is likely that Wikipedia will help you find exactly what you're looking for. In just a few years, Wikipedia has changed our ability to search.
The other amazing aspect of Wikipedia is how anyone can contribute. As a collaborative tool, Wikipedia gives individuals, but also learned societies, a unique ability to contribute articles and back them up with reliable sources. That makes it a very powerful tool for scientists to share knowledge and contribute to the public appreciation and understanding of science. So while some skeptics have argued that vandalism will dominate such a public forum, the reality is that Wikipedia has become a more up-todate reference than a traditional paper encyclopedia.
A welcome development, I think, is that IUPAC task groups have started to contribute to Wikipedia adding references to the definitions previously published in IUPAC scientific journal Pure and Applied Chemistry. A few examples include: biomaterial, copolymer, dispersion, elastomer, gel, macrocycle, nanoparticle, opsonin, plastic, polymerization, suspension, tacticity, and vesicle. On page 19, Michael Hess and Martin Walker report on their task group's effort to contribute to Wikipedia. Do not hesitate to reach out to them if you are interested to contribute and not sure how to get started.
As Panos Charitos simply and rightly put it (in Alice Matters, 31 Jan 2014) "Wikipedia as a tool can help us reach a large public across the world. It could help us in getting members of the public aware of what we are doing and get involved. At the same time it calls for more participation from scientists and experts. For the success of the Wikipedia project-and consequently of every wiki article-is largely depending on the level of expert participation and the increased diversity of participants."
All projects, including IUPAC projects, can benefit from good dissemination practices and when suitable, these should embrace new media. IUPAC projects can take many different flavors and the few regularly reported in the Project Place section are just examples. What makes IUPAC projects unique, however, is their underlying need to assemble task groups that are international. Call for IUPAC proposals is ongoing; see http://www.iupac.org/home/projects.html for more information, including FAQs, and to find out if your idea fits the general criteria and if it is worth submitting a proposal. 
